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90764 Paddle Handle Snubber Kit
Fits ‘07+ Wrangler Adventure Doors

Installation Instructions
Contents: Qty Contents: Qty
Snubber Bracket 2 #10-24 Nylock Nuts 2
Rubber Snubber 2 #10 SAE Flatwasher 6
#10-24 x 3/4” Black Machine Screws 10

Note:  Installation of the 90764 Paddle Handle Snubber Kit is fairly straightforward and should only require the removal and
replacement of the paddle handle mounting screws.  Some minor adjustment of the snubber bracket may be necessary to find the
optimal amount of pressure exerted against the door jamb.  This may be accomplished by adding or subtracting washers between
the snubber and the bracket (washers provided).

Installation: (Installation process is the same for both front and rear Adventure Doors)

1. Begin by removing the (4) screws that hold the paddle
handle assembly to the Adventure Door.  It is not
necessary to actually remove the paddle handle from the
door... just the screws.  Replace with the longer _” screws
provided, place the snubber bracket over the screws from
the inside and rethread and tighten on the original Nylock
nuts. (See Fig. 1 for bracket orientation)

2. Insert a _” screw through a rubber snubber from the larger
opening end so the head of the screw is fully seating
within the snubber.  Place the threaded end through the
hole on the bracket and tighten with a locknut provided.
Do not over-tighten as you risk crushing the rubber
snubber.  Just snug it up.

3. Be certain the paddle handle latch mechanism is in
the ‘open’ configuration and then gently close the
Adventure Door taking note of anything that may be
making unnecessary contact.  You want the snubber
to compress just enough to prevent the door from
rattling, but not so much that it causes the paddle
handle to ‘stick’ and make opening the door difficult.
(See Fig. 2)

4. If you need more pressure against the snubber you
can add a washer or two between the snubber and
the bracket.  Repeat steps for remaining doors and
your installation is complete.

Adventure Door Accessories – Warrior also offers a door limiting strap kit for your Warrior Adventure Doors.  This simple and
inexpensive strap kit will prevent your doors from opening too far and hitting your Jeep or damaging the paint.  Part #90797 fits Warrior
Adventure Doors for 87-96 Wrangler (#90771 & #90772).  Part #90798 fits Warrior Adventure Doors for ‘07+ Wranglers (#90773).


